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Abstract

1 present in this work an algorithm for deriving pro-
tein flmctional annotations which are position-specific.
The input is based on the results of a sequence simi-
laxity search of the query sequence against a sequence
d~tabase. Strings of words are extracted from the de-
~riptions of the proteins, and the correlation between
proteins having the same descriptors and the arninoacid
conservation is used to compute a score that indicates
which descriptor is likely to describe better the func-
tion of each particular residue. Analysis of the score
curves and compari.~on of different functions allows an
easy detection of parts of the sequence associated to
different function. Different levels of functional speci-
ficity can be compared, allowing to choose the one that
suits better the function of the protein. Immediate
applications of this algorithm are, support for (auto-
mated) methods of protein functional annotation, and
database coherence check.

Introduction
The advent of genome projects is producing increas-
ing nmnbers of putative new proteins. The biochemi-
cal fimctional c|tara,:terization of all of these proteins is
an impossible task. However, Bioinformatics uses the
combination of algorithms and the knowledge on al-
ready known proteins to allow a preliminary computer-
based functional characterization, which is much faster
and less expensive (Andrade & Sander 1997). These
algorithms are normally based in the principle that se-
quence similarity between proteins corresponds to some
flntctional similarity. Function from characterized pro-
reins is therefore transferred to proteins to be char-
acterized. This transference is affected by a series of
problems that have to do with the limitations of the
methods used aald with intrinsic complexities of protein
function (Bork & Bairoch 1996; Bork & Koonin 1998;
Calperin &,- Koonin 1998; Andrade et al. 1999).

Failures of the methods or a careless interpretation of
their results cm~ generate incorrect assigmments. Even
worse, these errors can be introduced as ’truth’ in the
databases generating new errors as other proteins may
be characterized from those erroneously assigned. This
problem aggravates when more or less automated nteth-
ods are used for the process of annotation. However,
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a certain degree of automation is desirable when con-
fronted with large numbers of proteins to be charac-
terized. Curation of existing database data would also
benefit from better automated methods for annotation.

As discussed elsewhere (Andrade et al. 1999), there
are three main problems in functional transfer: (i)
wrong annotation, the protein used for transference has
incorrect functional annotation; (ii) false positive, the
sequence similarity used for the transference is too weak
and does not corresponds to real functional similarity;
(iii) inaccurate transfer, (ilia) domain problem, the 
quence similarity correspond to regions of the proteins
that are not involved in the transferred functionality,
(iiib) flmctional hierarchy, the sequence similarity is not
strong enough to account for the function traatsferred,
although there is functional similarity between the pro-
teins but at a lower specificity level.

There are two main sources for these errors: (i) the
transference is done from only one protein without con-
sidering the information from other members of the
faanily, emd (ii) the trmlsference is done from protein
to protein as a whole, without taking into account pro-
tein fragments (or domains).

]n this work, 1 suggest a representation relating se-
quence similarity to functional similarity. In this par-
ticular application, sequence similarity is taken from se-
quence to sequence similarity searches [concretely from
the gaped BLAST program, (Altschul et al. 1997)] and
function is taken from the protein descriptions (unre-
lated to concrete positions on the protein) as given in
the SWISSPROT (Balroch & Apweiler 1999) or SP-
TREMBL databases ’DE’ field. The algorithm is gen-
eral enough so that other inputs could be taken. How-
ever, protein descriptions are today the only general
description of function available for most of the dmr-
acterized sequences, even if inexact, unformatted and
heterogeneous. The system is expected to be able to
cope with a low level of noise and errors.

Gaped BLAST has been preferred to profile iterated
BLAST [PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997)] because
the latter is more appropriated for iterative searches
likely to focus on fractions of the set of homologs. In
this case, it is enough to get an overview of the sequence
space around the query without exploring the remote
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homologs with new more sensitive searches.
The information of the residue conservation in se-

quences having a given functional descriptor is used for
scoring the likelihood of this function to describe each
residue of the query sequence. The scores compose
a function along the sequence that is scanned for re-
gions of the sequence corresponding to a function above
a given reliability. The set of functional assignments
and their locations provide a rich and simple functional
overview of the query protein which can be used for
identifying the appropriate functional transference.

Method

Sequence similarity

Given a query sequence, a BLAST sequence similarity
search of the sequence against a protein database gives
a list of hits of this sequence against a series of proteins
(above a certain very low, normally non-significant, cut-
off of similarity). The BLAST result is pre-processed
with MView (Brown, Leroy, Sz Sander 1998). This tool
converts the results of a sequence database search into
a multiple alignment of hits stacked against the query.
The resulting sequence is a construct and therefore may
differ slightly from the real hit sequence. MView is also
used to remove highly redundant sequences (with more
than 95% of sequence similarity): the algorithm relies
on the differences of conservation between regions impli-
cated in different functions, and these differences can-
not be appreciated unless a certain degree of divergence
exists between the sequences to compare.

Analysis of functional information

The analysis of the functional information is carried
over the description lines attached to each sequence in
5 steps (a-e):

a) clean annotations. Any capitals are translated
into small letters. Symbols are translated into spaces.

b) eliminate low frequency words. Since I am
going to analyse sequence conservation patterns in se-
quences having similar annotations, words scarcely used
in the whole set of descriptions have to be dismissed as
they would not provide significant results. In this ap-
plication, I used words present more than 5 times. This
simplifies enormously the following steps.

c) find word units. Find all possible strings of
consecutive words (word units) that are associated 
at least a minimum number of proteins (again in this
case, more than five proteins). The distribution (pres-
ence/absence) of all word units in the set of proteins is
annotated.

d) word unit simplification. Word units con-
tained in other word units and having exactly the same
distribution are eliminated as redundant. Overlapping
word units having the same distribution are joined.

e) elimination of word units composed of only
numbers or single letters. They have no mean-
ing. For example, the string "ec 2 7 1 4" has a mean-
ing (hexokinase) and the sub-strings "ec 2" or "ec 2 

1" have also a meaning (transferase and phosphotrans-
ferase with an alcohol group as acceptor, respectively).
On the contrary, "7 1" without the "ec" has no mean-
ing. Similar considerations apply to single characters
coming from chemical formulae or to those describing
functional specificity.

The final result of this stage is the word unit us-
age matrix. The columns of this matrix represent word
units and the rows proteins. Entries indicate whether
a protein contains a given word unit in its description
or not.

Scoring function

I am going to describe the scoring function used for the
evaluation of the likelihood of a word-unit assignment
to a given residue of the query sequence. This score de-
pends on three parameters: a measure of the degree of
disorder in the aminoacid distribution of the hits at the
given position - which I will denote entropy although it
is not the physical magnitude - (s), the fraction of pro-
teins having the word unit that hit the query sequence
at the position (9) and the fraction of proteins having
the word unit that match the residue of the query se-
quence at the position (f). Note that, as from a BLAST
alignment, a fragment of a protein can hit the query se-
quence, but not all the hit-region matches exactly the
query.

The aminoacid distribution at a given position of
the MView alignment (corresponding to a position in
the query sequence) is the set of counts of different
aminoacids present in a column (Xi for i = 1,..., 20) 
the proteins having a given word unit in their descrip-
tions. The entropy of this distribution is computed in
the following way:

s = 1 - ~’~’’2°=1 Xi(Xi - 1)
n(n- 1)

(1)

2Owhere n is ~i=1 Xi. Note that 0 < s < 1 (0 for a com-
plete conserved position, and i for a completely variable
position).

Dreaming of a scoring function
I will introduce some intuitive rules that the scoring
function should fulfill (see Fig. 1). See the discussion
for another proposed modes of defining a score.

Rule a) given two positions with the same entropy, 
higher matching fraction is preferable. Rule b) but for
a high entropy, the fraction matched should not matter.
Rule c) if the fraction matched is reasonably high, 
position with lower entropy should score better. Rule
d) positions with very low entropy have to be matched.
Low fractions are penalized; the more, the lower is the
entropy at the position. Rule e) if the fraction of pro-
teins with the word unit that hit the protein is very
low, the score should be less significant.

The function I have chosen is (see inset in Fig. 1):

e(s,f,g) = g(1 - s)(a + c) (2)
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where e may take either po~tive or negative values, for
good and bad positions, respectively. In the following I
ann going to show how Eq. 2 fulfills the proposed rules
and what is the meaning of the a, b and c constants.

The entropic component (1 - s) makes the function
to approach zero when the entropy approaches 1 (rule
b). A similar effect is played by the g term (rule e).
Provided that b > 0, the scoring function e is increasing
with f (rule a).

The significance of the a and b constants can be un-
derstood in the situation in which the position to match
is totally conserved (i.e., s -- 0 and g = 1). If the po-
sition is matched by the query, sequence (f = 1) then
¯ = a + b (see Eq. 2). If the position is not matched 
the query. (f =- 0) then e = 

If a < 0 and a + b > 0 there is a crossing point (?’) 
the scoring function (e = 0) independent on the values
of g aaad s (sec inset in Fig. 1). This can be chosen 
set up the matched fraction f that reverses the effect
of the entropy. At f < ~, lower entropy values give
lower score ~lues (rule d). At f = q the score is zero
(irrespective of the entropy value). At f > % lower
entropy values give higher score values (rule c).

The c exponent value dependence on the other pa-
raaneters can be easily computed as:

In (-~)c - (3)
hi "~’

ha this application I have set 7 = 0.1 (a query residue
matching 10% of the residues of ~he aminoacid distribu-
tion scores zero), a = -0.5 (non matching a completely
conserved position scores -0.5), and b = 1.5 (matching
a completely conserved position scores b - a = 1).

Graphical representation and functional
region detection

The resulting scoring functions for each word unit are
smoothed along the sequence using a Gaussiml filter
(with a width of a = 20 residues).

In order to make a preliminary azmotation, regions of
the sequence with good transference probability and a
minimum length (50 residues in this case) are reported.
Three score thresholds are defined: clear, tentative, and
margiwal [following GeneQuiz reliability nomenclature
(Scharf et al. 1994)] (here 0.03, 0.01 and 0.005, respec-
tively). These regions are reported by word unit, start
and stop in query sequence, reliability class of the pu-
tative functional assignment and mean score.

Examples

] have used some tricky cases [some constituting
GeneQuiz failures and discussed before, (Andrade et aL
1999)] to illustrate the possible solutions to tile trans-
ference problems described in the introduction. Table l
describes the functions annotated for these sequences.
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Rule a
Queo’ A Z

sl =s2

Rule d
Query Z Z

fl=~=0
sl >s2

Query. Rule e
A A

fl = f’2 = I
sl = s2 =0

gl >g2

Rule b Rule c
A Z A

sl =s2= I fl =~
sl <s2

A

00.! 1
f

Figure h Graphic illustration of the five rules that
the scoring function e (Eq. 2) should fulfill (see text).
The function is depicted in the inset (bottom right).
For each rule, two exmnples of a matching of a single
aminoacid of the queD" (top) against a column of the
alignment (vertical boxes) are presented, with a ’should
be’ score comparison in the middle and some consider-
ations on the respective f,g, and s values (bottom).
For exaanple, the interpretation of the "rule a" depicts
an ’A’ aminoacid matching a ’AAAZ’ set of aaninoacids
which should score better than a ’Z’ aminoacid match-
ing the same ’AAAZ’ set of aminoacids.

Wrong annotation
SW:KMHC_DICDII is incorrectly annotated in the SWIS-
SPROT database as "myosin heavy chain kina~e" (all
closely related homologs are diacylglycerol kinases, it
has no homology to any myosin hea~T chain kinase, and
the entry itself displays the presence in the sequence of
diacylglycerol kinase patterns absent in myosin heavy
chain kinases).

This error is easily detected by the analysis (see Ta-
ble I and Fig Fig. 2a). The obvious annotation is di-
acylglycerol kinase. "myosin heavy chain kinase" does
not even appear as a valid word unit. Note that the
C-terminal region of the protein is left unannotated.

1 The notation u~d for database entries is
database:identifier with SW for S1VISSPROT and SP for
SPTREMBL
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Figure 2: Plots of the score for functional transference for some of the examples depicted in Table ]. Horizontal
axis: query sequence position in residues. Vertical axis: functional transference score, e. (a) SW:KffiIC_DICDT. (b)
SW :TRPG_YEAST (c) SW: Y449..HYCGE. (d) SW: SYFB_ECOLI. (e) SW: SERX_¥EAST. (f) SP : 
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I fron* to r. score word unit

SW : KMBC_DICDI

68 156 clear 0.050 diacylglycerol

215 380 clear 0.046 "

392 465 clear 0.032
66 158 clear 0.053 ~ kinase
213 465 clear 0.043 " "

68 142 clear 0.040 kinase

193 515 tent 0.021

61 122 clear 0.039 ec

203 364 clear 0.040

191 288 tent 0.023 " 2

415 478 tent 0.015 " ~

SW :TRPG_YEAST

2 245 clear 0.144 anthranilate
356 445 clear 0.040
2 247 clear 0.146 " synthase
354 .i46 clear 0.041 " "

2 250 clear 0.147 " " component

348 449 clear 0.04,1 .....

2 240 clear 0.131 synthase
2 21.1 clear 0.083 para aminobenzoate synt, hase
4 143 clear 0.065 " ~ " gl

155 206 clear 0.037 .....
246 483 clear 0.118 indole 3 glycerol

phosphate syntha~e
29 104 tent 0.020 phosphate
253 483 clear 0.089

34 104 clear 0.052 earbaznoyl phosphate
35 107 clear 0.057 " " synthase
62 204 clear 0.042 gmp
65 204 clear 0.040 " synthase
67 134 clear 0.0.t0 " " glutamlne
67 135 clear 0.040 .... hydrola.se
138 195 clear 0.037 " ....

SW : Y449..R’YCGE
100 201 clear 0.081,i phenylalanyl trna syntheta,se [

I104 202 clear 0.0828 .... b

SW : SYFB..ECOL I

2 794 clear O. 107 phenylalanyl trna synt.het&~e
2 794 clear 0.111 .... l)

2 794 clear 0.086 trna

2 794 clear 0.091 " synthetase
2 794 clear 0.087 synthetase

SW : SERLYEAST
37 .168 clear 0.174 d 3 phosphoglyeerate
45 409 clear 0.101 ...... dehydrogenase
101 374 clear 0.102 dehydrogenase
107 363 clear 0.097 " ec
105 365 clear 0.096 ~" 1
109 359 (:lear O&08 ec
112 376 clear 0.096 2 hydroxyacid
203 337 clear 0.085 d lactate dchydrogena.sc
211 339 clear 0.094 ..... cc
I 13 362 clear 0.057 protein
I08 171 <:lear 0.059 formale
223 295 clear 0.0.17

177 327 clear 0.045 hypothetical
SP : 034978

2 431 clear 0.078 hypothetical
2 431 clear 0.072 protein
2 305 clear 0.065 kd protein i
347 430 clear 0.067 ~ ~ "

] [ from to reliab, acore word unit ]

SP:031520

13 295 clear 0.078 hypothetical

6 295 clear 0.076 " abe
6 295 clear 0.067 " " transporter
14 295 clear 0.088 abe
73 295 clear 0.082 " t raJmporter

73 295 clear 0.078 probable
83 295 clear 0.072 " abe tra~sporter

95 239 clear 0.065 .... permease
75 295 clear 0.086 permease
33 254 clear 0.066 transport
31 251 clear 0.066 ~ syst.em
88 235 clear 0.068 ~ " permease
l 45 257 clear 0.106 protein
85 158 clear 0.040 sulfate transport
17,t 228 clear 0.045 " "

Table I: Analysis of seven examples (see text). Valid
word units and blocks of function detected from those
with clear m~d tentative reliability. Graphs for all ex-
amples (except 8P:034978) can be seen in Fig. 

Domain problem
SW:TRPG_¥F4ST is an example of multi-functional en-
zyme. It contains two proteins fused in one, which ap-
pear separately in many other organisms. The BLAST
output clearly reflects this fact since two different blocks
of hits associated to the different functionality appear
clearly segregated. The m~alysis displays clearly the ~wo
separated functions (Table I and Fig. 2b). The crossing
at about position 25(1 indicates the domain border.

SW:Y449_/tYCGE illustrates a more complex example
of domain problem. It is a small hypothetical pro-
tein (228 aminoacids) which shares a C-terminal do-
main with many other proteins of various functional-
ity (Koonin et al. 1997). The closest hits are tRNA
synthetases having this domain and then a possibility
is the trm~sference of this function to the query. The
analysis leaves the N-terminal 100 aminoacids without
annotation (see Table I and Fig. 2c).

Ttle complementary analysis of one of close homologs
would be necessary in this case to show that the domain
is not specific of the transferred function. For exam-
pie, the analysis of the closest homolog (SW: SYFB_ECOLI
almotated as phenylaianyl-tRNA synthetase .’3 chain)
seems to indicate that the whole of the protein is re-
quired for the function (see Table I, Fig. 2d) and not
only the region matching SW:Y449_MYCGE (N-terminal
2(10 mninoacids). This case shows a nice correlation be-
tween increasing scores and increasing functional speci-
ficity.

Functional hierarchy
SW: SERX_YEAST is mmotated as putative D-
3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase. The analysis (see
Table I,Fig. 2e) validates this annotation and shows, as
in the previous case, the different levels of functional
hierarchy. Note how annotations such as "2 hydrox-
yacid" and "dehydrogenase" have very similar plots.
In this case, this is an indication of complementarity
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of the annotations: "2 hydroxyacid dehydrogenase" is
a generic definition that includes several homologs to
the query such as the "D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydro-
genase" and the "lactate dehydrogenase".

A more complicate case of functional hierarchy is
shown in the analysis of 3P:031520. A previous
GeneQuiz analysis reported a too specific function for
this protein (Andrade et al. 1999): "lactose perme-
ase’. In this analysis, descriptions such as "lactose" or
even the more general "sugar permease" are not even
recorded as valid word units given the low incidence of
the word in the descriptions of the homologs. The anal-
ysis (see Table I and Fig. 2f) gives a number of general
descriptors of much less specificity such as "abe trans-
porter" or "permease". More specific descriptions such
as "sulfate permease" score much lower. Note that the
100 N-terminal aminoacids of the query sequence re-
main unannotated.

Discussion
Limitations of the algorithm
The system is not valid for those situations where there
is not enough functional information (low or null num-
ber of homologs with annotated function). An exmnple
is shown in Table I (SP:034978). Still, in these cases,
a good curve could indicate the presence of a protein
family of unkno~u~ functionality.

Another limitation is that, due to the elimination
of redundant sequences in the input pre-process, func-
tional specificity relying on very subtle sequence differ-
ences may be missed (e.g., the inactivation of an active
center by a single-point mutation).

Improvements

Further work is needed for the validation of function
by complementary analysis of homologs (which could
be done by analysis of the sequence similarities of the
set of homologs with other members of the database
outside the set), and for the inclusion of cases with low
number of examples, providing adequate indications of
the statically significance.

Another front of development is the automation of
the procedure for defining which annotations are syn-
onymous, complementary, hierarchically contained, or
contradictory (here done by hand).

An alternative scoring function to the one presented
here, could be computed through generation of ’rea-
~nable’ anfinoacid distributions (according to a sub-
stitution matrix) and of ’reasonable’ versus ’random’
matches to it. The analysis of f and s values obtained in
such experiments may give insights into a better e scor-
ing function. Another possibility would be to use cu-
rated alignments, which was the method used to make
the substitution matrices.

Applications
This system can be the starting point for the improve-
ment of automatic function assignment systems such

as GeneQuiz (Scharf et al. 1994; Casari et al. 1996;
Andrade et al. 1999). The use of multiple homologs
for functional transference and the transference of func-
tion to fragments of the sequence, are necessary in or-
der to reduce the amount of errors in the annotation
process. Another interesting application could be the
automatic detection of incoherences in the information
already present in public sequence databases.
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